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                    NOBLE HOME TEXTILE

                                            TRUFFLE BEE is a manufacturer of unique luxury table textiles. We create exquisite items and accessories for a memorable table setting that surprises and exceeds any expectations. Our craftsmen pay high attention to the durability of products, their quality and details.
                                    

            

            
                The leading manufacturer and table textiles designer.
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                                    Truffle bee collections are more like elegant dresses than home textiles, that allow you to update your table wardrobe beautifully and brightly, with special style.
                    Truffle Bee textiles on the table reflect the desire to surround yourself with beauty on a daily basis.
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                Gift cards

                

 Looking for a gift for a special occasion? Inspiration is the best present ever, so feel free to choose a TRUFFLE BEE gift card in electronic or plastic form, so that the recipient of the gift could choose whatever he was dreaming of! Our gift card will become a welcome and universal present for any occasion.
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                    Care

                    
                        Each TRUFFLE BEE product requires delicate care and storage.
                        Please pay attention to our recommendations in order for the product to serve you as long as possible.
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